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	 A	 great	 variety	 of	 creative	 works	 has	 been	 produced	 from Heike 








sion	of	Funa Benkei（Benkei Aboard Ship）	briefly	introduces	the	confrontation	
between	Yoshitsune	and	Tomomori	into	a	weird	and	comic	scene	of	a	quarrel	
between	husband	and	wife.	There	 are	 few	Rakugo	adaptations	 from	Noh,	
except	Takasago.
2.  The entire story of Yoshitsune Senbon Zakura
	 Yoshitsune Senbon Zakura（Yoshitsune and the Thousand Cherry Trees）	
is	one	of	the	three	major	historical	Kabuki	plays,	with	Kanadehon Chūshingura
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（The Treasury of Loyal Retainers）	and	Sugawara Denju Tenarai Kagami




	 The	author	encountered	 the	whole	play	 in	 its	 abridged	version,	Hoshi 
Awase Jūsandan	by	 the	current	 Ichikawa	Ebizō,	Ebizō	XI,	 in	 the	Kabuki-za	
theatre	 in	July	2019.	An	abridged	version	of	 the	scenario	was	newly	written	






















where	 he	 pretends	 the	Heike	 clan	 perished,	 in	 the	 palace	 of	 the	 retired	
emperor,	Goshirakawa.	The	monk-emperor	gives	 ‘Hatsune-no-tsuzumi（hand	
drum	named	 ‘First	Sound’）’	as	a	reward	to	Yoshitsune.	However,	a	malicious	
subject	of	 the	ex-emperor,	 the	minister	Tomokata	makes	up	an	order	 from	
Goshirakawa,	which	 he	 says	 is	 killing	Yoritomo,	Yoshitsune’s	 brother.	
Tomokata	says	it	is	the	message	implied	in	the	reward.	Yoshitsune	gets	embar-
rassed	and	he	makes	up	his	mind	that	he	would	never	follow	the	message.






the	downfall	 of	 the	Heike	clan,	 the	heads	of	 the	 three	major	Heike	 leaders,	
Tomomori,	Koremori	and	Noritsune.	
	 Tomomori	 is	a	son	of	Taira	no	Kiyomori’s	and	a	charismatic	general	on	
the	battlefield.	He	helps	 the	 infant	emperor	Antoku	 to	survive	 the	battle	of	
Yashima	and	continues	to	support	him	to	regain	the	Heike	clan’s	prosperity.	
He	disguises	himself	as	Ginpei,	owner	of	a	seashore	 inn	providing	boat	 trips.	





himself	as	his	ghost,	 in	order	to	 launch	a	surprise	attack	 for	revenge	against	
the	Genji	clan	and	revival	of	 the	Heike	clan.	 	However,	although	Tomomori	
has	expected	Yoshitsune	to	trust	Ginpei’s	favor,	Yoshitsune	knows	his	ulterior	
motive	and	gets	 fully	prepared	 for	 the	upcoming	 sea	battle.	Consequently,	
Tomomori	and	his	warriors	are	fatally	beaten	by	Yoshitsune’s	force.	Although	
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	 This	 is	 the	story	of	Tomomori’s	plot	and	death	depicted	 in	Act	 II,	with	
the	preceding	scene	of	Shizuka’s	 lament	on	Yoshitsune’s	departure	 leaving	










	 The	 second	 episode	 related	 to	Yazaemon’s	 support	 and	 sacrifice	 for	


















son’s	repentance.	Finally,	Yoritomo	turns	out	not	 to	have	 intended	 to	arrest	
Koremori	and	Koremori	makes	up	his	mind	to	be	a	priest	following	Yoritomo’s	
implication.	Gonta	comes	 to	notice	his	sacrifices	are	useless.	The	act	mainly	
describes	a	 family	 tragedy	 for	Gonta	and	Yazaemon	and	each	episode	 tends	
to	be	depicted	 in	 a	heavily	melodramatic	way,	 based	on	 coincidences	 and	
unpersuasive	twists,	especially	in	Gonta’s	repentance.
	 The	 third	 episode	 is	 developed	 around	Yoshitsune,	 Shizuka	 and	Fox	




illness	 in	Act	 IV.	Yoshitsune	 orders	 Shizuka	 to	 look	 into	Tadanobu,	who	
always	appears	when	she	taps	on	 ‘Hatsune-no-tsuzumi.’	Fox	Tadanobu	comes	
out	 to	be	a	son	of	 the	 fox	couple	who	had	 lived	one	thousand	years	and	got	
sacrificed	as	part	of	rainfall	ritual.	He	turns	into	Tadanobu	in	order	to	be	with	
‘Hatsune-no-tsuzumi’	made	of	his	parents’	 leather.	Yoshitsune,	 touched	by	this	
















3.  Noh drama relevant to Tomomori
	 There	 are	 two	Noh	 pieces	 describing	 the	 death	 of	Tomomori,	 Funa 













ghost,	Shizuka	appears	 in	 the	 first	half	 to	ask	 to	accompany	Yoshitsune	on	
his	escape	 trip	and	 to	 show	her	hatred	against	Benkei,	who	 is	 supposed	 to	
be	 the	one	who	has	prevented	her	 from	 joining.	Having	been	persuaded	by	
Yoshitsune	to	stay	behind,	she	continues	to	 lament	and	expresses	her	sorrow	
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by	Benkei	and	 leave	Yoshitsune.	 Its	contrastive	depiction	of	 the	 two	roles	 is	
outstanding	in	this	Noh	drama.




sword.	This	characterization	of	Benkei	 is	different	 from	Yoshitsune Senbon 
Zakura.	 In	 the	Kabuki	drama,	Benkei	 is	 described	 as	brave,	 powerful	 and	
faithful	to	Yoshitsune,	but	his	rash	actions	often	cause	Yoshitsune’s	plight.




producing	conflicts	and	controversies.	This	 is	 true	 to	 the	Noh	drama,	Funa 
Benkei.	It	could	be	enlightening	for	the	Noh	audience	that	a	boy	actor	kokata,	
plays	the	part	of	Yoshitsune,	who	is	supposed	to	be	in	his	twenties.	They	can	
notice	Yoshitsune	 is	 less	 important	 role	 than	Shizuka,	Tomomori	and	even	





tendency	of	presenting	 the	protagonist’s	 shadow	or	alter-ego	as	mae-shite	 in	






nobles	 from	the	Heike	clan	drown	themselves	 in	 the	ocean.	The	protagonist,	
the	nochi-shite,	shows	the	dramatic	death	of	Tomomori,	accompanied	by	utai,	
or	narrative chanting	depicting	his	heroism.







	 In	 terms	of	narratives,	 utai	 chanting	 is	 replaced	by	nagauta	 chanting,	



















and	 show	Sumiyoshi	 dancing,	which	 enhances	 the	 bright	 and	 optimistic	
atmosphere.	The	ai-Kyōgen	scene	works	as	a	comic	relief	between	the	farewell	
sorrow	and	the	revengeful	energy.	 It	 is	more	prominent	 in	the	Kabuki	dance	
than	in	the	Noh	drama.





5.  Funa Benkei as a Rakugo storytelling piece






version.	Even	 the	most	 serious	 scene	 of	En’ya	hangan’s	 hara-kiri	 suicide	
described	in	Act	IV	was	transformed	into	a	Rakugo	comedy,	Yodan-me,	which	
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Bunshichi Mottoi	and	Shiba-hama,	as	well	as	kaidan banashi	including	Kaidan 
Botan Dōrō	and	Shinkei Kasane-ga-fuchi,	came	 into	 the	world	because	of	his	
master’s	harassment.
	 Funa Benkei	 is	originally	 from	a	Noh	piece,	describing	Shizuka’s	 lament	
when	 she	was	 forced	 to	 leave	Yoshitsune,	 her	 lover,	 in	 the	 first	 half,	 and	
Tomomori’s	hatred	and	anger	against	the	Genji	clan,	in	the	second	half.	In	the	
Rakugo	storytelling	of	Funa Benkei,	 the	main	character,	Kiroku,	 is	 supposed	













Kabuki	 drama,	Noh	drama,	Kabuki	 dance	drama	and	Rakugo	 storytelling,	
focusing	on	a	historical	motif	 from	Tales of the Heike,	 ‘Tomomori’s	death.’	 	A	











	 On	 the	other	hand,	 the	genre	of	Noh	had	originally	been	supported	by	
feudal	 samurai	 classes	as	part	of	 their	manners	and	education.	 It	demands	
imagination	 and	 contemplation	 for	 audience.	 It	 never	 hinders	 audiences’	
sensitivity	and	 imagination.	Consequently,	 its	style	of	expression	tends	 to	be	
subtle	and	ambiguous.
	 The	genre	of	Rakugo	mainly	deals	with	comedies	or	 tastes	of	 comedy.	
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